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Visualization, Summarization and Exploration of Large Collections of Images: State Of The Art Jorge Camargo, Fabio González Bioingenium Research Group National University of Colombia {jecamargom, fagonzalezo}@unal.edu.co



Abstract—This paper attempts to provide a comprehensive state-of-the-art of the recent technical achievements in visualization of large collections of images. Major recent publications are included in this survey covering different aspects of the research in this area, including visualization, summarization and exploration. In addition, some other related issues such as performance measures and experimental setup are also discussed. Finally, based on existing technology and the demand from realworld applications, a few promising future research directions are suggested. Index Terms—State-of-the-art, information visualization, exploration, summarization, image collection visualization



I. I NTRODUCTION Due to the amount of multimedia content generated with different kind of devices and to the easy of publishing in the web, it is necessary to build suitable tools that allow us to manage this information. This generates problems like how to find efficiently and effectively the information needed, and how to extract knowledge from the data. These issues have been extensively studied by Information Retrieval (IR) researchers, but the main focus has been textual data [9]. However, there are still a huge amount of work to do on other kind of non-textual data, such as images. Information visualization techniques [43] are an interesting alternative to address the problem in the case of large collection of images. Information visualization techniques offer ways to reveal hidden information (complex relationships) in a visual representation and allow users to seek information in a more efficient way [49]. Thanks to the human visual capacity for learning and identifying patterns, visualization is a good alternative to deal with this kind of problems. However, the visualization itself is a hard problem; one of the main challenges is how to find low-dimensional, simple representations that faithfully represent the complete dataset and the relationships among data objects [34]. The majority of existent approaches use a 2D grid layout for visualizing results. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the result for a query in Google Images. The main problem of this kind of visualization is that it does not make explicit the relationships among the presented images and only a portion of the results is shown to the user. In this paper we review in a detailed way these and other issues, and we review the literature for building an updated state of the art. The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II, presents a description of the visualization issues addressed in



Fig. 1: Typical visualization grid layout using Google Images



this paper; in Section III, we present visualization techniques; in Section IV, we present summarization techniques; in Section V, we present exploration techniques; in Section VI, we describe performance measures; in Section VII, some tools are described; in Section VIII, we describe some applications; Finally, we conclude the article in Section IX. II. D EALING W ITH L ARGE C OLLECTIONS O F I MAGES Due to the large amount of visual and multimedia data generated in Internet, health centers, enterprises, research community, and others, it is necessary to build new mechanisms that allow us to access multimedia data sets in an effective and efficient way. We are interested on provide to user new ways to navigate collections of multimedia data, specifically images, such that user can visualize and explore it in an intuitive way. The first natural question is how to visualize an image collection? In the original space images are represented by many dimensions, so how to reduce the dimensionality such that users can visualize an image in a two dimension space? Assume that we have a way for visualizing the image collection: how to display a summary of the entire collection in a computer screen? Once we have a way to visualize and summarize the collection, how we allow users to explore the images in an intuitive way taking into account the similarity among images? Finally, how to evaluate the performance of the techniques used to solve the mentioned issues? These questions are open and are being addressed in some recent
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works. In next Section, we review how the research community has addressed these issues. In the medical field, many digital images (x-ray, ultrasound, tomography, etc.) are produced for diagnosis and therapy. The Radiology Department of the University Hospital of Geneva generated more than 12,000 images per day in 2002, which requires Terabytes of storage per year [33]. Visualization tools are necessary in health centers to assist diagnosis tasks effectively and efficiently. For instance, a medical doctor may have a diagnostic image and wants to find similar images associated to other cases that helps him to assess the current case. Previously, the doctor would need to sequentially traverse the image database looking for similar images, a process that could be unfeasible for moderately large data bases. Nowadays, image visualization techniques provides a good alternative by generating compact representations of the collection, which are easier to navigate allowing the user to find quickly the information needed. The use of projection methods based only on low-level features is a common strategy in visualization of image collections, but it exists a huge semantic gap in the resulting visualization since domain knowledge is not taken into account.



III. V ISUALIZATION T ECHNIQUES In general, a document (e.g. an image) is represented by a large set of features, this implies a high-dimensional representation space. The visualization of this space requires its projection into a low-dimensional space, typically 2D or 3D, without losing much information. The main problem is how to project the original image space into a 2D space. This problem is formally stated as follows. Let D = {d1 , . . . , dn } be the document collection and let S : D2 → R be a similarity measure between two documents. We want to find a function P : D → R2 such that 2



Corr(S(di , dj ), k(xi − xj , yi − yj )k ) ∼ −1



(1)



where (xi , yi ) = P (di ) and (xj , yj ) = P (dj ). That is to say, a projection function such that there is an inverse correlation between the similarity of two arbitrary documents and the Euclidean distance between their corresponding projections [5]. This general problem has been tackled using different approaches, which are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.



A. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) MDS [46] techniques are a family of methods that focus on finding the subspace that best preserves the inter-point distances using linear algebra operations. The input is an image similarity matrix corresponds to the high-dimensional space and the result is a set of coordinates that represent these images in a low dimensional space [49]. Figure 2 shows a visualization of Corel dataset using this method.



Fig. 2: Visualization of Corel dataset using MDS method [5]



B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) PCA [23] is an Eigenvector method designed to model linear variabilities in high-dimensional data. The method computes the linear projections of greatest variance from the top Eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix. In classical MDS, the low dimensional embedding is computed such that best preserves pair wise distances among objects. If these distances correspond to Euclidean distances, the results of metric MDS are equivalent to PCA [37]. C. Isometric Mapping (Isomap) Isomap [45] uses graph-based distance computation in order to measure the distance along local structures. The technique builds the neighborhood graph using k-nearest neighbors, then uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to find shortest paths between every pair of points in the graph, then the distance for each pair is assigned the length of this shortest path and finally, when the distances are recomputed, MDS is applied to the new distance matrix [34]. D. Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) SOMs [24] are a family of techniques based on artificial neural networks and unsupervised learning. These methods are designed for data clustering, information visualization, data mining and data abstraction. SOMs are a special topologypreserving map because intrinsic topological structures and important features of input data are revealed and kept in the resulting output grid. Basically, the method consists of finding the best match between the input signal and all neurons in the output grid, it means, all neurons are competing for the input signal [49]. E. Curvilinear Component Analysis (CCA) CCA [10] is a method based on SOMs and belongs to the class of distance-preserving methods closely related to Sammon’s NLM. CCA is also known as VQP (Vector Quantization and Projection). CCA and SOM methods work with
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the same kind of optimization techniques, the algorithm performs simultaneously the vector quantization and the nonlinear dimensionality reduction, exactly like an SOM [28]. F. Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) LE [3] corresponds to a family of techniques based on spectral decomposition. This kind of methods try to remedy some problems of other spectral methods like Isomap [45] and LLE [37]. LE develops a local approach to the problem of nonlinear dimensionality reduction and it is closely related to LLE. This method, instead of reproducing small linear patches around each datum, relies on graph-theoretic concepts like the Laplacian operator on a graph. LE is based on the minimization of local distances and to avoid the trivial solution where all points are mapped to a single points, the minimization is constrained [28]. G. Isotop Isotop [19] is a method based on graphs that focuses on address the limitations of SOMs when they are used for nonlinear dimensionality reduction. Isotop reduces the dimensionality in three steps: vector quantization (reduction of the number of points), graph building and low-dimensional embedding [28]. H. Samnon’s Mapping (NML) Sammon [38] proposed the method NML (Standing for Nonlinear Mapping), which establishes a mapping between a high-dimensional space and a lower-dimensional one. Author proposes to reduce the dimensionality of a finite set of data points. NLM is closely related to metric MDS, where no generative model of data is assumed: only a stress function is defined. In this method, the low-dimensional representation obtained can be totally different from the distribution of the true latent variables [28]. I. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) LLE [37] is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes low-dimensional neighborhood preserving embeddings of high dimensional data. LLE proposes an approach based on conformal mappings, which is a transformation that preserves local angles. To some extent, the preservation of local angles and that of local distances are related and may be interpreted as two different ways to preserve local scalar products. J. Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) SNE [16] is a method based on the computation of probabilities of neighborhood assuming a Gaussian distribution in both, the high dimensional and the 2D space. Basically, this method tries to match both probability distributions.



L. Kernel Isomap In [7], authors proposed kernel Isomap, a modification of the original Isomap method inspired in kernel PCA, where generalization and topological stability problems found in the original Isomap method are addressed. IV. S UMMARIZATION T ECHNIQUES Due to the amount of images, it is not possible to display all images to the user. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a mechanism that summarizes the entire collection. This summary represents an overview of the dataset and allows the user to begin the exploration process. A. Clustering In [42], authors propose an exploration system with visualization and summarization capabilities. They extract image features, summarize the collection with k-means (for building a hierarchy of clusters), and project the clusters with MDS. It is possible to annotate the collection in a semi-automatic way thanks to the cluster hierarchy (perceptual concepts). For each cluster in all hierarchy levels, it is selected the most similar image (eID) to the others in the cluster and then it is used to give access to its IDs on a lower level. With this method, it is possible to explore the collection in a detailed way according to the level of the hierarchy (details on demand). In [41], authors select a set of images that represents the visual content of a given scene. They examine the distribution of images in the collection to select a set of canonical views to form the summary, using clustering techniques on visual features. The summary is improved with the use of textual tags in a learning phase. B. Tree structure This kind of methods apply successively the clustering method in order to break the collection in a hierarchy of clusters. The first overview is obtained applying for example k-means for selecting the k most representatives images. Then, it is applied again the clustering algorithm to images belong to each cluster represented by the medoid. It process is repeated until the collection be totally divided. Figure 3 shows a representation of this hierarchy. In [15], authors build a cluster hierarchy of images based on keywords and pixel values, and representative images are selected for each cluster. This task is performed in a preprocessing step. Authors propose a hierarchical data visualization technique to visualize the tree structure of images using nested rectangular region. C. Similarity pyramids



K. Kernel PCA Kernel PCA is the application of PCA in a kernel-defined feature space [40], using a kernel, the original linear operations of PCA are done in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with a non-linear mapping. The main idea of KPCA consists of reformulating the PCA into its metric MDS equivalent, or dual form [28].



Similarity pyramids focuses on the use of hierarchical tree structures. In [6], authors develop a search algorithm based on best-first branch and bound search. The tree structure is used to perform an approximate search. In this work it is proposed a hierarchical browsing environment called similarity pyramid. The similarity pyramid groups similar images together while allowing users to view the database at varying
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In [14], authors propose to exploit both low visual features and text for clustering. They called this method consistent bipartite graph co-partitioning, which clusters web images based on visual features and text fusion. They formulate a multi-objective optimization problem, which can be solved by semi-definite programming (SDP). Authors base their propose on the use of spectral clustering and bipartite spectral clustering partition. The algorithm proposed is called F-I-T (lowlevel Features, Images, Terms in surrounding texts). In the experimentation, they crawled the Photography Museums and Galleries of the Yahoo Directory. F. Lattices Fig. 3: Summarization of the collection using a hierarchy of clusters



levels of resolution. The similarity pyramid is best constructed using agglomerative clustering methods, and presents a fast sparse clustering method which reduces both memory and computation over conventional methods. D. Nearest neighbors [48] explores the use of a nearest neighbor network. Authors created a prototype that visualizes the network of images that are connected by similarity in a nearest neighbor network. They assume that if an image is selected or deselected, the same action can be performed on its neighbors. As result, following actions are possible: selecting an image, selecting an image with its nearest neighbors, deselecting an image, deselecting an image with its nearest neighbors, and growing the selection with all the nearest neighbors. Authors tested the proposed method with some interaction scenarios in experimentation phase. Results show that the nearest neighbor network can have a positive effect on the interaction effort needed to select images compared to the baseline of sequentially selecting images. E. Graphs Graph methods build a graph representation of the image collection. The graph is constructed such that vertices are the images and edges represent the similarity among images. In [4], authors address the problem of clustering web image search results. The method proposed is based on organizing the images into semantic clusters. Authors propose a hierarchical clustering method using visual, textual and link analysis. The method uses a vision-based page segmentation algorithm and the textual and link information of an image can be extracted from the block containing that image. By using block-level link analysis techniques, an image graph can be constructed. Then, they apply spectral techniques to find a Euclidean embedding of the images respecting the graph structure. For each image, they have three kinds of representations, i.e. visual feature based representation, textual feature based representation and graph based representation. Using spectral clustering techniques, authors can cluster the search results into different semantic clusters.



In [35], authors use a structure visualization method by formal concept analysis. They build a image summary based on the lattice structure and propose an algorithm that generates predictive frames from the original frames and divides them to blocks with suitable size. Authors calculate standard deviation respect to each block, and construct information table, where the objects and attributes correspond to frames and the absolute mean of pixels in the block, respectively. A concept lattice with respect to the information table is obtained by the formal concept analysis, and it is helpful to understand the overview of the image databases. G. Attribute partition In [29], authors propose a automatic organization method based on analysis of time stamps and image content, in order to allow user navigation and summarization of images (photos). They use attributes like time and image content in order to partition related images in two stages. From the partitions, key photos are selected to represent the partition based on content and then are used for building the summary. Authors are focused on building image summaries for camera phones. H. Ontologies Concept ontology has recently been used to summarize and index large-scale image collections at the concept level by using some hierarchical inter-concept relationships [12]. Some works like [17], [18] have used this method. In [17], authors developed a new scheme for achieving multilevel annotations of large-scale images automatically. Global visual features and the local visual features are extracted for image representation. Authors used kernels to characterize the diverse visual similarity relationships between the images, and a multiple kernel learning algorithm is developed for SVM image classifier training. Authors used ontologies and a hierarchical boosting algorithm in order to learn the classifiers hierarchically. They developed a hyperbolic framework for visualizing and summarizing the image collection. I. Kernel-based methods Other kind of approaches are based on kernel methods in order to build the image collection summary. In [13], authors use kernel functions and combinations of them (mixture-ofkernels) for involving semantic in visual summarization. They
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experiment with Flickr dataset which has 1.5 million of images approximately. Authors propose a clustering algorithm for summarizing the collection and it is possible to select a number of images to be displayed in the summarization. V. E XPLORATION T ECHNIQUES Exploration plays an important role to users to interact with the visualization, assess the relevance between the returned images and their real query intentions, and direct the system to find more relevant images adaptively [13]. Exploration allows the user to navigate the collection in an intuitive way through visual controls. In this section, we present some of the most used techniques to interact with collections of images.



view. They carry out an user study to compare the approaches and they use in their prototype a slider to adjust the image overview. The experimentation phase is performed with real users that search objective images while time is measured. D. Tree-maps Tree-maps are a rectangular, space-filling approach for visualizing hierarchical data. In [22], authors use a 2D tree visualization where the tree nodes are encapsulated into the area of its parent node. The size of the single nodes is determined proportionally in relation to all other nodes of the hierarchy by an attribute of the node. PhotoMesa [2] is an example of system that uses this visualization technique. Figure 5 illustrate the concept of tree-maps.



A. Ranked-based list This is the conventional method used in search engines, where a ranked list of images is shown to the user. Usually, user interacts with the list by clicking the links at the end of the page that jump among pages partitioned by a fixed number. B. Clustering-based exploration In clustering-based exploration, it is offered a panel to browse the search results by looking at the preview of each cluster and a visualization area where images belong to the cluster.



E. Hyperbolic and cone trees In [1], authors present a framework for the visualization of hierarchies: hierarchical visualization system (HVS). HVS provides a synchronized, multiple view environment for visualizing, exploring and managing large hierarchies. HVS includes tree views, a walker tree layout, information pyramids, tree-maps, hyperbolic, sunburst, and cone trees. An example of a hyperbolic and cone trees are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.



C. Fisheye view Usually, users are interested in a small part of the image collection, so they will feel more convenient if part of the image collection is presented instead of showing the entire collection. Fish view is a suitable tool to allow users see local details and global perspective simultaneously. This technique is based on a distorted polar coordinate system that modifies the spatial relationship of images on the presentation view. An example of a fisheye view is shown in Figure 4. Fig. 6: Hyperbolic tree. The structure shows a tree of hierarchical information with its root initially in the center, but the display can be transformed to bring other nodes into focus [1].



Fig. 4: Fisheye view. A distorted polar coordinate system that modifies the spatial relationship of images on the presentation view [31]. In [31], authors propose different mechanisms to explore an image collection: ranking-based list, cluster-based and fisheye



Fig. 7: Cone tree structure. In cone tree layout, children are recursively placed around the base of a cone emanating from their parent [1].
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(a) Tree-map



(b) PhotoMesa system [2]



Fig. 5: Tree-map: 2D visualization of trees where the tree nodes are encapsulated into the area of its parent node.



F. MoireGraphs MoireGraphs [21] combine a focus+context radial graph layout with a family of interaction techniques to help in the exploration of graphs. A MoireGraph displays a spanning tree induced upon a visual node graph using a radial focus+context graph layout allowing interactive exploration of the graph. Figure 8 shows an example of this method.



Fig. 9: Tornado of planes method [36].



VI. P ERFORMANCE M EASURES Visualization methods require of measures that provide information about how good the visualization, summarization and exploration methods are. In this section, we survey the most common performance measures used in visualization of image collections. We classify the performance measures in two: formal, refers to mathematical measures; and informal, refers to measures that depend on user tasks.



Fig. 8: A MoireGraph for a subset of the NASA Planetary Photo journal image collection [21].



G. Other non-conventional methods In [36], authors developed various methods for visualizing and exploring large collection of images (cube, snow, snake, volcano, funnel, elastic image browsing, shot display, spot display, cylinder display, rotor display, tornado display and tornado of planes display). These methods are non-conventional and are new interesting ways to offer to user navigating mechanisms. An example of one of the methods proposed is illustrated in Figure 9.



A. Kruskal Stress Stress [26] is a formal measure used in MDS, which expresses the difference between the distances d in the original space and the euclidean distances D in the projected space for all the images. A small value of stress indicates that the original distances have been preserved in the projected space. It measure has been used in [39], [20]. Stress is calculated using Equation 2. P Stress =



i,j (di,j



P



− Di,j )



i,j (D²i,j )



(2)



, where di,j is the image distance in the original space and Di,j is the distance in the projected space.
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B. Kullback-Leibler Kullback-Leibler [27] is a formal measure that calculates the difference between the distribution probabilities of the original and projected spaces. In [34], authors try to match the two probability distributions for finding the optimal projected positions by minimizing a cost function. This cost optimization is used in order to preserve the structure. The distance between these distributions is calculated using Equation 3. The lower the cost, the better the projection. XX Pi,j (3) Cs = Pi,j log Qi,j i j , where Pi,j is the probability that an image i would pick j as its neighbor in the high dimensional space, and Qi,j is a target probability. For details see [34]. C. Hubert statistic A modification of Hubert statistic measure [11] is commonly used in clustering for measuring the quality of clusters. [34] proposes a cost optimization in order to assess an image collection summary (overview). This cost function ranging from 0 to 1, where the higher the value the better the clustering. The overview cost function is expressed in Equation 4. r − Mp Mc (4) σp σc PP where Pr P = (1/M ) Di,j = Pd(m P i , mj ), Mp (1/M ) P P Di,j , Mc = (1/M ) d(m , m ), σ p = P Pi j (1/M ) Di,j ² − M ²p , σc = (1/M ) d²(mi , mj ) − M ²c , M = k(k − 1)/2, mi is the center of the cluster containing image i, k is the number of clusters, and d(mi , mj ) is the distance between two cluster centers. For details see [34]. Co = 1−



Xcavator supports searching by image examples and searching by text. Automatic Photo Tagging and Visual Image Search (ALIPR) [47], is an on line search engine that supports searching by image examples. User can select an image from his/her computer and the system searches similar images. Caliph & Emir [32] are MPEG-7 based Java prototypes for digital photo, image annotation and retrieval supporting graph like annotation for semantic meta data and content based image retrieval using MPEG-7 descriptors. GGobi [44] is an open source visualization program for exploring high-dimensional data. It provides highly dynamic and interactive graphics such as tours, as well as familiar graphics such as the scatter plot, bar chart and parallel coordinates plots. Plots are interactive and linked with brushing and identification. Google Image Visualization and Filtering [30] is a demo mainly to demonstrate how machine leaning, image analysis and visualization techniques can work together to enhance content-based image retrieval and junk image filtering. It uses Treebolic a free software (Hyperbolic tree Engine, Generator and Browser). PhotoMesa1 is a desktop tool that incorporates a zoomable image browser and it allows the user to view multiple directories of images in a zoomable environment using a set of simple navigation mechanisms to move through the space of images. VIII. A PPLICATIONS Search engines are currently powerful tools that allow the user to find information easily, so image collection visualization techniques can offer new mechanisms in order to improve the user experience. Systems like Google Images2 and Flickr3 are search engines that can be improved in this sense. We identify in particular two applications where visualization techniques may be exploited for facilitating medical and research tasks. Next subsections describe the main ideas.



D. Searching time Searching time measure [36] is an informal measure used in experimental phases with real users in specific searching tasks in order to determine the time taken by users finding a target image. E. Searching efficiency Searching efficiency measure [36] is also an informal measure used in experimental phases with real users in specific searching tasks in order to determine the ratio between the percentage of correct images selected and the browsing duration. VII. S OFTWARE In this section, we relate some tools used in the information visualization area. This list is not exhaustive and is only an example of the on-line tools that reader can visit. Xcavator [25] is a stock photo search portal for the community. This tool allows to browse visually through millions of stock images, vector illustrations, flash files, and videos.



A. Computer assisted medical diagnosis Medical image collection visualization is an unexplored area that offers interesting and challenging problems. A huge amount of medical images are produced routinely in health centers that demand effective and efficient techniques for searching, exploration and retrieval. These images have a good amount of semantic, domain-specific content that has to be modeled in order to build effective medical decision support systems. Scientific medical papers could be retrieved by visual content and then displayed to user. Diagnostic image collection exploration could allow to physicians in an intuitive way finding medical images. Pattern finding in medical image collections is other kind of application, where medical experts could find patterns that are hidden thanks to the visualization. Dynamic visualization based on online user relevance feedback could allow to the system to learn from the user actions in order to dynamically improve the visualization. 1 http://www.photomesa.com 2 http://images.google.com 3 http://www.flickr.com
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B. Biomedical Research In the Biology area, biologists describe and characterize the anatomy and structure of human being tissues through acquisition and annotation of histological images to describe biological structures. This process requires of methods that allow researchers to explore the image collection with a suitable visualization tool that facilitates the annotation process. In [8], autors are interested in finding similar images with presence of the same tissue to annotate its regions of interest. Suitable visualization tools would help biologists in the annotation process by finding target images based on its visual similarity. IX. C ONCLUSION Visualization of large collections of images is an interesting area that has challenging problems that have been recently addressed by the research community. In this paper, we survey different techniques used for visualizing, summarizing and exploring large collection of images. This is an area that is actively studied due to current solutions are not satisfactory. We also review the main performance measures used to measure how good are the methods used in the area. Current performance measures are not enough, it is necessary to define new formal measures that allow researchers measure how good is certain visualization method with respect others. Information visualization methods coupled with machine learning techniques may provide meaningful representation of image collections. Machine learning offers interesting methods for learning models that learn with user interaction for improve the visualization. Search engines can improve the user searching experience, involving visualization techniques that reduce the search time. Users want to find efficiently and effectively images, but in many cases, they do not know how to start the search. With an overview of the collection, users can start to explore the images and thus they can define what are his or her needs. Finally, medical image collection visualization is an unexplored area that offers interesting and challenging problems to assist the diagnosis process and biomedical research. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS This work was partially funded by the project Sistema para la Recuperación por Contenido en un Banco de Imágenes Médicas number 1101393199 of Ministerio de Educación Nacional de Colombia through Red Nacional Académica de Tecnología Avanzada RENATA in the Convocatoria 393 de 2006: Apoyo a Proyectos de investigación, desarrollo tecnológico e innovación. R EFERENCES [1] K. Andrews, W. Putz, and A. Nussbaumer. The hierarchical visualisation system (hvs). In Information Visualization, 2007. IV ’07. 11th International Conference, pages 257–262, 2007. [2] S. B. . W. M. Bederson, B. B. Ordered and quantum treemaps: Making effective use of 2d space to display hierarchies. ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG), 21(4):833–854, 2002. [3] M. Belkin and P. Niyogi. Laplacian eigenmaps for dimensionality reduction and data representation. Neural Computation, 15(6):1373– 1396, 2003.
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